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We prove that the a~sumptlon of mvarlance under "lsospm rotations", 1 e automorphlsms of 
N = 2 supersymmetnc charges, lmphes that there is no local renormahzable interaction among 
scalar hypermultlplets 
1. Introduction 
Amongst various mouvatlons in recent studies of extended supersymmetry, one 
that entreats us is the posslblhty of budding flmte (for a review of fimte theories see 
[1]) reahstlc four-dimensional models For tins purpose, a prehnunary step is to 
ascertain what couplings and soft breakmgs are allowed, as such theories are very 
restrictive. 
Let us focus our attention on N =  2 supersymmetric models m winch the 
dimensions of the operators in the lagranglans are not greater than four We shall 
adhere to the conventional terrmnology and call such models renormahzable, al- 
though m extended supersymmetry there may be other poss~bdmes 
It is known how to introduce gauge interactions [2] On the other hand, there have 
been remarks of mabdlty to construct other renormahzable interactions between 
scalar multlplets [3] It ~s fair to say that the ~mposslinhty has not been substantmted 
with published systematic analysis The purpose of tins note is to give a proof that 
there can be no self-interaction between an arbitrary number of scalar hypermultl- 
plets Here, by a scalar hypermuluplet, we mean the N = 2 supersymmetry (SS) 
algebra m winch either the scalars ( A , )  or the spmors (~,) are lsodoublets wtth 
respect to the SU(2) automorpinsms of SS charges The superpartners ~ ,  ~ and 
A, ;  are respectively smglets and I • 0 SU(2) representauons 
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While for the mult~plet (A,, ~, q~) ~t is trivial to see that no self-mteracnon can be 
written which is SU(2) invanant  (because of the lmposslbihty of forming SU(2) 
covarlant  Yukawa coupling), for the multiplet (A, ~, q~, ) tins ~s not evident, as we can 
in principle construct  SU(2) covariant  coupling. A ' :+ ,~ :  The same is true for 
bosomc trihnear couplings, winch can appear  after the elimination of  auxlhary 
fields. 
We know m several cases that the internal symmetry  due to extended supersym- 
metry  IS manifest  only when the lagrangians are written m terms of physical 
componen t  fields [4] Thus. when one performs a general analysis about  mteracUons, 
one should not make assumptions about  the isospm assignments m the auxlhary 
fields* In fact, we shall do away with the auxihary fields altogether and work only 
with physical fields. 
We shall show that the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra already lmphes the non- 
existence of self-interaction** Tins is accomphshed by wrmng  down the most  
general t ransformations possible on the physical fields, consistent with lsospln 
mvanance ,  locahty and renormahzabdl ty  The algebra is then forced to have only 
free field transformations.  
2. Proof 
In tins section, we prove that there is no renormahzable  Yukawa Interaction 
among  N1 ¢b, type and N 2 q~,: type hypermultiplets One assumption we need to 
make for our proof  is that  the set of t ransformations on the N = 2 indices (e g t and 
ij above) constitutes a good symmetry.  We call tins the SU(2) lsospm symmetry.  Thas 
implies that  all equations must  be covariant m lsospm. We will show that the most  
general supersymmetnc  t ransformations on these fields, consistent with the extended 
algebra, isospin covariance and renormahzablhty,  correspond to an interaction free 
theory 
For  notat ional  convenience, we group all N t q~, Into one vector and all N 2 ~,, into 
another  vector We choose to work with "real '" ~,j, tins should place no hn'utauons 
on our proof,  because we can always decompose each complex ~b,: into two real q~,:. 
We have not assumed any further internal symmetry among  these hypermultlplets,  
but  it is clear that  our proof  goes through when such symmetry  exists, because that 
will just be t an tamount  to applying a general result to a p a m c u l a r  case For  
example, when q~, falls into a representation of sp(n),  one can further impose a 
* In fact at ts enough to make the assumption of SU(2) mvanance only for the hard part of the 
interactions 
I'* We emphasize that no lagranglan formulation is assumed xn what follows, as the proof rehes on the 
algebra and it', representation only (We w~sh to thank the referee for reminding us to ~tres~ th~s 
point ) 
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reahty cond~tmn 
( A L ) * = ~ L  ~I cllAz M 
Correspondingly, we must halve the number of spmor components through another 
relahon 
lpL = ~LM~J g 
Because the symplectlc matrix commutes w~th SU(2), this essentially means that we 
can pass to a ~, with fewer components by destroying the mamfest mvarlance under 
sp(n). In what follows, we assume that thas reduction has been made 
We take the phase convention* 
(A/)* =A*', (~) 
Writing 
we ~mpose that 
It follows then 
A, '  = Ao6 / + A ~/, (2) 
A o = - A o * ,  d =A* (3) 
A,, =A*/, (A,,)* = - A "  (4) 
Based on &menslonal and lsospm considerations, we have the following general 
supersymmetnc transformatmns 
~A, = ~,"°~,k. + G,°~+ °, (5) 
- t o ~ , - a  + 8 , 4 . ' =  ¢,,, ~. 4, ¢'~'"~'*¢.,,, (6) 
* We have 
(~,')* =%,  (,~,,)* = _g,, 
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and a s~rmlar one for 8~., where 
= ,8 A *  + ~3R.~ m(~,-,1aa+,~, 2 ~ ) + ~  A A"+~2AS£A; '~+?Yama ~. A*mA 
',2 1 I~ m " 1 ~ *  ~ r n h  ' 2 ~ "  ~ * m k  ' 
~* = ~A* + ( a * *  





_ ~ A..Yal m + $ ~ % . ~ a I  + S,A,07° ' . .  " + S~o)*07~A..'a'~ + o2 , ~  , .  
a,~,T,~z _ ~ ~*,T,~At + ~ a*m,T,~t (15) 
Comparing eqs (13), (14), we have 
where 
07~,j = - O*8 *,T' - D*Ss'07., (11) 1 t V a j  
We shall write down the transformauon for ff~, later In the above, ~ and ~ are 
the mfimteslmal antmommutlng parameters. 9B, t?, o), ~, ~, 5 and D's  are matrices 
with appropriate dimens1ons in rows and columns m is a mass parameter We have 
also used the phase conventions 
(~PT)* = 07"', (,U')* = -077 (12) 
Now, the extended supersymmetry algebra demands that 
[8~, a~] +o = 2 ,~  ~ (o. o.) .A~#'o, (13) 
whereas, by applying the above transformations in successive orders, one obtains 
[8~, 8e] ~ = -  t ~  ( 5 0"~) ~k (g°~ba + t~U~*q)a) + ~*~.~'-p'~z,~ , (14) 
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The par t  which is symmetnc  m a a n d / ?  of the last equauon  gives 
2/(  CI u O** ) B,8~e~ + 2/( o r 0 t*)a,8~pB = --t( O~ o qu ),~,8( °7-f@~3 + ~@*~B ) 
--t(OuO~')~l~(~@tp,~ + G @ * ~ ) ,  (17) 
whmh, upon multiplying with sides by ( ~  O r)¢Q results m 
o r  
~B@ = 2,  (19) 
if@* = 0 (20) 
As eq (19) asserts that o-~ =/= 0, we must conclude from eq (20) that 
~ = 0  (21) 
Likewise, we lower the index l in eq (16) and obtain from the symmetric part  in k 
and l 
P~lk + P~At = 0 (22) 
By equating coefficmnts of the various products  of A and q,, we have* 
~ @  ® I = 0 ,  (23)  
q2 @* ® I = O, (24) 
$1I  ® ( - D ~ '  + D2* ) - .fill ® D~' = 0,  (25) 
£2 I  ® ( - D~' + D* ) - °SaI ® D~' = 0 (26) 
Eqs (23) and (24) give 
As we can show later on that 
cT ~ 6 T  .~1 & = 0 (27) 
-Dr' + &  s0 ,  
* Direct product ( ® ) occurs, because we have products of fleld~ 
(28) 
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which, because of eqs (25), (26), leads to 
g l  ~--- g2 ----- O. (29) 
~k~ obey free field 
where 
- G M ~ ,  + - ~  
= - -  ~ % 0 ) .  x. 
where 
A ~A m (32) M~, = m ( EAh, + Fgk,A/) + G1Ak,A / + G2gk,AimA t~ + G3gA,..t..., • 
~ ,  = YA h, + ~,~A/ ,  (33) 
M h ' = ( M k , ) * ,  Nk' = (N~,)  * (34) 
Here, the coefficients A, B etc. are either N 2 × N 2 or ( N 2 f  × (N2) 2 matrices 
As before, we compare the consequences due to extended supersymmetry algebra 
on the one hand and those due to the transformaUon on the other 
+ ~ .~ . l e  ~,. (35) 
p'~',, = m(  E~'~t,, + Fgk,~alm m ) + Ol~al~, ® [Ai l 
- - "  I a ' "  + G1AI,, I ® ~,~t,,m + Gegk,A,,,,, I ® g l u t  + Gegk, ~ ,,,, ® 
+ G3gh,Amml ® ~,~tn + G3gk,ff,~,nn ® IAmm. (36) 
This results m the equaUon 
(30) 
(31) 
Altogether, eqs. (21), (27) and (29) ensure that A, and 
transformaUon laws. In the same manner, ~ can be shown to transform as a free 
field 
Now that we have shown that q),'s do not interact, we can take the following as 
the general transformation 
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The part  symmetric  m a a n d / 3  is 
Y+o/, +  8;V,o .7 = 
Using eq ( l l ) ,  we deduce 
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Eqs. (45) and (46) give 
G~ = 0 (44) 
The other equaUons one can obtain from eq (42) are by requiring the coefficients 
of  various products  of  A and ~p to vamsh 
G 2 ( I ® ( - D ~ + D * ) + ( - D : + D * ) ® I )  =0, (45) 
- E l ) *  + F (  - D~* + D *  ) = 0 (47) 
However,  eqs 
free fields, VlZ 
G 2 = G 3 = 0 (48) 
(44) and (48) are just the statement that A,s and ~,,~, t ransform hke 
eqs (10), (30)-(34) Tl~s establishes the proof  
o r  
A-(D t + / ) 2 )  = 2, (39) 
( A - 2 B ) ( D  1 - D 2) = 2. (40) 
Note  that eq (40) asserts that D l - D 2 :~ 0, a proper ty  which was used earher 
We now make use of  the part  of  eq (37) winch is anti-symmetric m a and /3 We 
s lmphfy it with eqs (39) and (40) into 
- 2t ( o~, 0 ~' ) ,~/~ ~,~glk = P~tk, (41 ) 
F rom tins, the p~ece winch is symmetric  m k and l must vamsh, 1.e 
P/~/,,, + P/~/,,, = 0 (42) 
In particular, the por t ion wl'nch ]s totally symmetric in k, 1 and t gives 
GI( I ®( -D ~ + D*)) = O, (43) 
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3. Conclusion 
W e  have seen tha t  the assumpt ion  of  the SU(2) lnvar lance  of the ha rd  coupl ing  
essent ial ly  renders  the in te rac t ion  of the hypermul t lp le t s  zero Whe the r  our  result 
changes  by  giving up the SU(2) covar iance  remains  unanswered  
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